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Happy Pilgrims - Stephen Finucan 2009-11-02
In twelve rich stories that move from smalltown Ontario to old-time
Hollywood, from devotion in a tiny Irish parish to the three-ring piety of
Lourdes, Stephen Finucan makes a startling appearance on the CanLit
frontier. Finucan's vibrant characters face poignant battles with religion,
courage, and daily life. In ''On Angel's Wings'' an apparition of the Virgin
Mary is run down by a drunken Rotarian's El Camino on Founder's Day,
and an eight-year-old boy struggles to understand the meaning of faith.
In ''The Honeymooners'' an elderly man decides it's finally time to take
his Alzheimer's-stricken wife on the vacation he's been promising her for
sixty years. And in ''Windows'' a recent divorcee empowers herself
through home renovation. In these worlds, subtle gestures and minor
events can suddenly turn lives in exactly the opposite direction of where
they were supposed to lead.
Atrocity and American Military Justice in Southeast Asia - Louise Barnett
2010-01-21
This book is an examination of American army legal proceedings that
resulted from a series of moments when soldiers in a war zone crossed a
line between performing their legitimate functions and committing
crimes against civilians, or atrocities. Using individual judicial
proceedings held within war-time Southeast Asia, Louise Barnett
analyses how the American military legal system handled crimes against
civilians and determines what these cases reveal about the way that war
produces atrocity against civilians. Presenting these atrocities and
subsequent trials in a way that considers both the personal and the
institutional the author considers how and why atrocity happens, the
terrain of justification, and the degree to which the army and American
society have been willing to take military crimes against civilians
seriously. Atrocity and American Military Justice in Southeast Asia will
be of interest to students, scholars and professionals interested in
Military Justice, Military history and Southeast Asian History more
generally.
The Mother Wound - Amani Haydar 2021
I am from a family of strong women.' Amani Haydar suffered the
unimaginable when she lost her mother in a brutal act of domestic
violence perpetrated by her father. Five months pregnant at the time,
her own perception of how she wanted to mother (and how she had been
mothered) was shaped by this devastating murder. After her mother's
death, Amani began reassessing everything she knew of her parents'
relationship. They had been unhappy for so long, should she have known
that it would end like this? A lawyer by profession, she also saw the holes
in the justice system for addressing and combating emotional abuse and
coercive control. Amani also had to reckon with the weight of familial
and cultural context. Her parents were brought together in an arranged
marriage, her mother thirteen years her father's junior. Her
grandmother was brutally killed in the 2006 war in Lebanon, adding
complex layers of intergenerational trauma. Amani has drawn from this a
story of female resilience and the role of motherhood in the home and in
the world. In The Mother Wound, she uses her own strength to help
other survivors find their voices.
Audel Practical Electricity - Paul Rosenberg 2004-06-21
Everything begins with the basics To succeed in any of today's electrical
specialties, you must firstunderstand the fundamentals. This concise
guidebook, fully updatedand revised to comply with the National
Electrical Code,? providesthat solid foundation in electrical theory,
circuitry, and commonapplications. Whether you're pursuing an
electrical career, need arefresher course, or simply want to understand
the wiring in yourhome, you'll learn the basics from this book. * Examine
the fundamentals of magnetism and electric-ity,conductors, insulators,
and circuits * Study common applications including house wiring,
lighting,cables, electric heating, and generating * Become familiar with
test procedures and electromagneticinduction * Understand inductive
and capacitive AC circuits and theprinciples of alternating current *
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Explore alarm and intercom wiring, home circuiting, and
multipleswitching * Find out how generating stations and substations
function * Learn from clear, specific text, functional illustrations,
andreview questions in every chapter
Comments on Serranoid Fishes with Disjunct Lateral Lines: With
the Description of a New One from the Bahamas - 1960
Australia & the Pacific - Ian Hoskins 2021-10-01
Australia’s deep past and its modern history are intrinsically linked to the
Paciﬁc. In Australia & the Paciﬁc, Ian Hoskins — award-winning author
of Sydney Harbour and Coast — expands his gaze to examine Australia’s
relationship with the Paciﬁc region; from our ties with Papua New
Guinea and New Zealand to our complex connections with China, Japan
and the United States. This revealing, sweeping narrative history begins
with the shifting of the continents to the coming of the ﬁrst Australians
and, thousands of years later, the Europeans who dispossessed them.
Hoskins explores colonists’ attempts to exploit the riches of the region
while keeping ‘white Australia’ separate from neighbouring Asians,
Melanesians and Polynesians. He examines how the advent of modern
human rights and the creation of the United Nations after World War
Two changed Australia and investigates our increasing regional
engagement following the rise of China and the growing unpredictability
of US foreign policy. Concluding with the offshore detention of asylum
seekers and current debates over climate change, Hoskins questions
Australia’s responsibilities towards our increasingly imperilled
neighbours. ‘A captivating general history of Australia viewed in a Pacific
context … Hoskins’s meticulously researched and well-crafted account of
Australia’s place in the Pacific certainly deserves a wide readership.’ —
Ross Fitzgerald ‘Ian Hoskins has written a major book. It is a
fundamentally important subject, and is timely, original, fair-minded and
accessible…a fascinating history that shows how Australia’s relationships
with the Pacific have shaped and informed each of our worlds. He reveals
the major underlying historiographical and political disputes with
subtlety, clarity and power, while always displaying a remarkable
fairness of judgement.’ — Iain McCalman ‘It is possibly no secret that I
have been a passionate campaigner for Australia – and especially the
Australian media – to pay more attention to the island nations to
Australia’s North and East. Therefore, I am more than happy to see the
publication of Ian Hoskins’s Australia & the Pacific. I spent the majority
of my career as a journalist visiting and reporting on these island nations
and I believe that today it is even more crucial for us to understand
exactly what is going on in our region.’ — Sean Dorney
Concepts, Ontologies, and Knowledge Representation - Grega Jakus
2013-06-22
Recording knowledge in a common framework that would make it
possible to seamlessly share global knowledge remains an important
challenge for researchers. This brief examines several ideas about the
representation of knowledge addressing this challenge. A widespread
general agreement is followed that states uniform knowledge
representation should be achievable by using ontologies populated with
concepts. A separate chapter is dedicated to each of the three introduced
topics, following a uniform outline: definition, organization, and use. This
brief is intended for those who want to get to know the field of
knowledge representation quickly, or would like to be up to date with
current developments in the field. It is also useful for those dealing with
implementation as examples of numerous operational systems are also
given.
The Shape of Sound - Fiona Murphy 2021-03-30
A vivid and essential memoir of deafness, disability and identity by
Australian writer Fiona Murphy
Data Just Right - Michael Manoochehri 2013
Presents an introduction to data analytics, describing the management of
multi-tetrabyte datasets, such query tools as Hadoop, Hive, and Google
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BigQuery, the use of R to perform statistical analysis, and advanced data
visualization tools.
Attack at the Arena - Paul McCusker 2012-03-27
Over 1 million sold in series! Patrick and Beth learn that Mr. Whittaker’s
fancy ring can be seen inside the Imagination Station but not outside of
the machine. A mysterious letter leads the cousins to fifth-century Rome
in search of a special cup that belongs to a monk. If found, the cup could
keep the mysterious Albert out of prison. At the Roman Colosseum,
Emperor Honorius is hosting a gladiator battle in celebration of a war
victory. Beth attends the event as the emperor’s slave; Patrick attends as
a monk’s apprentice but is taken prisoner and sent to fight in the arena.
During their adventure, the cousins meet Telemachus (a true historical
figure), a monk who believes that fighting is wrong. Telemachus is
willing to risk everything—even his life—to stop the killing. When the
cousins return with the cup, they find that a third letter has been sent
with more information about Albert’s fate.
The Architecture of Devotion - Jaynie Anderson 2021-11-30
The Architecture of Devotion: James Goold and His Legacies in Colonial
Melbourne honours the life and cultural contribution of Archbishop
James Alipius Goold (1812–1886). Goold arrived in 1848 as the first
Catholic bishop of the newly created diocese of Melbourne and quickly
adapted to Australian colonial conditions, setting about establishing an
extraordinary network of schools, churches and welfare institutions
across Victoria. Beyond the immediate task of building bluestone, bricks
and mortar, Goold carried a grand vision, sensing that Melbourne was on
its way to becoming a grand international metropolis. A collector and
man of refined taste, Goold not only adorned religious institutions with
quality Baroque artwork, but he also amassed a unique book collection
and private library that showcased his European cultural sensibilities. A
companion to The Invention of Melbourne: A Baroque Archbishop and a
Gothic Architect (2019), The Architecture of Devotion brings Goold to life
as we follow him around the colony and witness how he shaped the fabric
of Victorian suburbs and towns. These volumes have been supported by
the Australian Research Council, which has recognised them as among
the best research projects in Australia.The Invention of Melbourne was
commended in the Victorian Community History Award ‘History
Publication Award’, 2020.
When Bad Thinking Happens to Good People - Steven Nadler 2021-08-31
"In this book the philosophers Steve Nadler and Lawrence Shapiro will
explain why bad thinking happens to good people. Why is it, they ask,
that so large a segment of public can go so wrong in both how they come
to form the opinions they do and how they fail to appreciate the moral
consequences of acting on them."--Publisher's description.
Atria Books: A Booklovers Sampler - Jamie McGuire 2013-04-23
You’ve heard of love at first sight—but have you experienced love at first
read? Introducing six of the most talented new voices in contemporary
women’s fiction. Prepare to fall head over heels for… Beautiful Disaster
by Jamie McGuire Abby Abernathy is a good girl, who could bring the
ultimate bad boy to his knees…but not before the secrets of her own dark
past come back to haunt her. Love Unscripted by Tina Reber Taryn
Mitchell is nursing a recent heartbreak, and content to keep her distance
from men for a while…until Hollywood’s most sought after actor walks
into her small-town pub and turns her world upside down. Naked by
Raine Miller Brynne Bennett is an American art student in London swept
up in a torrid love affair with a sexy, successful businessman—who
proves to be as domineering in the bedroom as he is in the boardroom.
One Tiny Lie by K.A. Tucker After navigating the death of her parents
and her older sister’s self-destructive phase, smart and stable Livie
thinks Princeton should be a breeze—but Jell-O shots, a party-animal
roommate she can’t say “no” to, and Ashton, the gorgeous but arrogant
captain of the men’s rowing team were definitely not part of the plan…
The Sea of Tranquility by Katja Millay A story of first love—and forever
love: In the midst of a bustling high school, a fragile girl and a lonely boy
find each other. As they grow closer, the attraction between them grows,
too—but can either of them risk losing the friendship that’s saved them
from their troubled pasts for a romance that might just shape their
future? Slammed by Colleen Hoover The unexpected death of her father
has left Layken feeling lost and invisible—until she meets Will, her new
neighbor and a passionate poet. Sparks soon fly…but a shocking
discovery could bring their relationship to a slamming halt before it’s
even fully begun.
Atrial Fibrillation - Andrea Natale 2008-04-03
This important new book presents advancements in the treatment and
prevention of Atrial Fibrillation (AF). The reader is provided with the
latest information that is critically important in the daily care and for the
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potential cure of patients with AF. Each chapter deals with a different
aspect of AF and each chapter is authored by internationally recognized
experts in the evolving field of cardiac electrophysiology. This book is a
single source that provides a multi-perspective look at and approach to
AF. Because AF is so prevalent and affects all areas of medicine, the
information in this book will be useful to all those in the medical field.
7 1⁄2 - Christos Tsiolkas 2022-02-03
A man arrives at a house on the coast to write a book. Separated from his
lover and family and friends, he finds the solitude he craves in the
pyrotechnic beauty of nature, just as the world he has shut out is
experiencing a cataclysmic shift. The preoccupations that have
galvanised him and his work fall away and he becomes lost in memory
and beauty. He begins to tell us a story ... A retired porn star who is
made an offer he can't refuse for the sake of his family and future. So he
returns to the world he fled years before, all too aware of the danger of
opening the door to past temptations and long-buried desires. Can he
resist the oblivion and bliss they promise? A breathtakingly audacious
novel by the acclaimed author of The Slap and Damascus about finding
joy and beauty in a raging and punitive world, about the refractions of
memory and time and, most subversive of all, the mystery of art and its
creation.
Melmo - Robin Grow 2020-11
Attaining Your Desires - Genevieve Behrend 2017-01-30
If You Could Talk To The Greatest Master of This Century - What Would
You Ask? The sages of the centuries, each one tincturing their thought
with their own soul essence, have united in telling us that, ""As a man
thinketh in his heart, so is he."" It has been established by the experience
of the ages that always the law is the same. But HOW shall one think in
their heart, so that only goodness may blossom and ripen into rich deed
and rare result? What is the apparently mysterious secret by which life's
dull metal is transmuted into precious mintage? As Troward has said,
""Thought is the only action of the mind. By your habitual thoughts you
create corresponding external physical conditions, because you thereby
create the nucleus which attracts to itself its own correspondence, in due
order, until the finished work is manifested on the material plane."" Let
us work together to this end. G.B (from the Foreward) Get Your Copy
Now!
Atrocities, Massacres, and War Crimes: An Encyclopedia [2 volumes] Alexander Mikaberidze 2013-06-25
Both concise and wide-ranging, this encyclopedia covers massacres,
atrocities, war crimes, and genocides, including acts of inhumanity on all
continents; and serves as a reminder that lest we forget, history will
repeat itself. • Provides coverage of atrocities, massacres, and war
crimes that is wide-ranging in scope and historical perspective, covering
everything from genocides to isolated actions that constituted grave
breaches of the laws of war • Comprises contributions from over 200
scholars, including international law experts currently prosecuting war
crimes • Contains a lengthy chronology of major atrocities throughout
history • Written in accessible and clear language appropriate for college
freshmen and general readers
Audel Complete Building Construction - Mark Richard Miller
2005-01-28
You can build on this foundation Whether construction is your livelihood
or you're just planning ahome addition, you need to know the latest
about materials,methods, and more. From locating the structure on the
site toinstalling roof shingles, this book helps you make
responsibledecisions about every stage of building construction. Fully
updatedwith information about available resources, new materials,
andrecent code changes, it helps you build cost-effective,energy-efficient
structures with confidence. * Understand how different types of lots,
covenants, and zoningwill affect structure placement * Consider the Air
Freezing Index and Degree Days when planningfoundations * Look at the
pros and cons of welded wire fabric in concretework * Explore low-E
window glass, heat mirror, and switchableglazings * Find out what
insulation and ventilation procedures are mosteffective * Learn about the
properties of Gypsonite(TM) and FiberBond(TM) ininterior construction *
Handle the radon hazard and other environmental issues
Mafia Mistress - Mila Finelli 2021-09-13
KINGS OF ITALY DUET, PART 1 FAUSTO I am the darkness, the man
whose illicit empire stretches around the globe. Not many have the
courage for what needs to be done to maintain power . . .but I do. And I
always get what I want. Including my son's fiancée. She's mine now, and
I'll use Francesca any way I see fit. She's the perfect match to my twisted
desires, and I'll keep her close, ready and waiting at my disposal. Even if
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she fights me at every turn. FRANCESCA I was stolen away and held
prisoner in Italy, a bride for a mafia king's only heir. Except I'm no
innocent, and it's the king himself-the man called il Diavolo-who appeals
to me in sinful ways I never dreamed. Fausto's wickedness draws me in,
his power like a drug. And when the devil decides he wants me, I'm
helpless to resist him-even if it means giving myself to him, body and
soul. He may think he can control me, but this king is about to find out
who's really the boss. ****** MAFIA MISTRESS is a full-length mafia
romance written by a USA Today Bestselling author. It's the first book in
the Italian Kings duet, not a standalone.
What Are Little Girls Made Of? - Jeanne Willis 2021-02-04
A feminist reimagining of classic nursery rhymes depicts a Georgie
Porgie who never dares to make the girls cry, a Little Bo-Peep who takes
no-nonsense care of her sheep and a woman doctor who puts Humpty
Dumpty together again.
Attack of the Copula Spiders - Douglas Glover 2012-03-27
A GLOBE & MAIL BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR FOR 2012 “Glover is a
master of narrative structure.” —Wall Street Journal In the tradition of
E.M. Forster, John Gardner, and James Wood, Douglas Glover has
produced a book on writing at once erudite, anecdotal, instructive, and
amusing. Attack of the Copula Spiders represents the accumulated
wisdom of a remarkable literary career: novelist, short story writer,
essayist, teacher and mentor, Glover has for decades been asking the
vital questions. How does the way we read influence the way we write?
What do craft books fail to teach aspiring writers about theme, about plot
and subplot, about constructing point of view? How can we maintain
drama on the level of the sentence—and explain drama in the sentences
of others? What is the relationship of form and art? How do you make
words live? Whether his subject is Alice Munro, Cervantes, or the
creative writing classroom, Glover’s take is frank and fresh,
demonstrating again and again that graceful writers must first be strong
readers. This collection is a call-to-arms for all lovers of English, and
Attack of the Copula Spiders our best defense against the assaults of a
post-literate age. Douglas Glover is the award-winning author of five
story collections, four novels, and two works of non-fiction. He is
currently on the faculty of the Vermont College of Fine Arts MFA in
Writing program. Praise for Douglas Glover "So sharp, so evocative, that
the reader sees well beyond the tissue of words into ... the author's
poetic grace." - The New Yorker "Glover invents his own assembly of
critical approaches and theories that is eclectic, personal, scholarly, and
smart ... a direction for future literary criticism to take." - The Denver
Quarterly "A ribald, raunchy wit with a talent for searing selfinvestigation." - The Globe and Mail "Knotty, intelligent, often raucously
funny." - Maclean's "Passionately intricate." - The Chicago Tribune
"Darkly humorous, simultaneously restless and relentless." - Kirkus
Reviews
Attitudes of Gratitude - M. J. Ryan 2017-10-01
Discover the life-changing power of practicing gratitude in your daily life
with this new edition of the inspirational classic. Foreword by Mark
Nepo, bestselling author of The Book of Awakening. Gratitude is a
simple, profound practice that can transform your life. Research has
confirmed its many emotional and physical benefits. Taking the time to
notice and reflect upon good things opens our hearts, increases
happiness, and puts us in a positive mindset where we are prone to
notice what’s right instead of what’s wrong. In a series of brief, evocative
essays, personal success mentor M. J. Ryan teaches you how to unlock
the fullness of life through the simple joy of living from a grateful heart.
As she writes, “Gratitude births only positive feelings: love, compassion,
joy, and hope. As we focus on what we are thankful for, fear, anger, and
bitterness simply melt away, seemingly without effort.” Attitudes of
Gratitude will teach you how to reach this positive place.
Everyday Economics - Lawrence H. Officer 2009-05-12
From how the current crisis happened to the role of banks to how money
works, this book addresses complex ideas in an easy to understand Q&A
format with lively prose. With examples throughout from personal
finance issues such as how to negotiate the best price for a car, and
should you buy a warranty for a new computer, to big picture questions
that affect our national and global economy such as: What is deflation
and inflation? How does monetary policy really work? How does a
corporation actually go bankrupt?
Highway & Heavy Construction - 1926

with the work of some of the greatest authors of Mexican heritage with
Atria Español Presents: The Best of Mexican Literature. This sampler has
all the ingredients that makeup some of the best books that Mexican
Literature has to offer. You’ll find excerpts from: Malinche by Laura
Esquivel The Night Buffalo by Guillermo Arriaga The Secret Book of
Frida Kahlo by F.G. Haghenbeck Across a Hundred Mountains by Reyna
Grande People Like Us by Javier Valdés No matter what your literary
preferences are, we know you’ll find something here to satisfy you.
Democratic Theory and Causal Methodology in Comparative Politics Mark I. Lichbach 2013-08-06
Barrington Moore bequeathed comparativists a problem: how to
reconcile his causal claim of "no bourgeoisie, no democracy" with his
normative "dream of a free and rational society." In this book, Mark I.
Lichbach harmonizes causal methodology and normative democratic
theory, illustrating their interrelationship. Using a dialogue among four
specific texts, Lichbach advances five constructive themes. First,
comparativists should study the causal agency of individuals, groups, and
democracies. Second, the three types of collective agency should be
paired with an exploration of three corresponding moral dilemmas:
ought-is, freedom-power, and democracy-causality. Third, at the center
of inquiry, comparativists should place big-P Paradigms and big-M
Methodology. Fourth, as they play with research schools, creatively
combining prescriptive and descriptive approaches to democratization,
they should encourage a mixed-theory and mixed-method field. Finally,
comparativists should study pragmatic questions about political power
and democratic performance: In building a democratic state, which
democracy, under which conditions, is best, and how might it be
achieved?
Underground - Mirranda Burton 2021-08-03
Why would a wombat be registered for war? It's 1965, and an old
Tattersalls barrel starts rolling marbles to randomly conscript young
Australian men to fight in the war in Vietnam. Melbourne housewife Jean
McLean is outraged, as are her artist friends Clif and Marlene Pugh, who
live in the country with their wombat, Hooper. Determined to wreck the
system, Jean forms the Save Our Sons movement's Victorian branch, and
she and her supporters take to the streets to protest. Meanwhile, in the
small country town of Katunga, Bill Cantwell joins the Australian Army,
and in Saigon, young Mai Ho is writing letters to South Vietnamese
soldiers from her school desk. And when Hooper's call-up papers arrive,
he mysteriously goes underground... As these stories intersect in
unexpected ways and destinies entwine, a new world gradually emerges a world in which bridges of understanding make more sense than war.
This stunning graphic novel, full of empathy, courage and resistance, is
based on true events. 'Every drawing reflects a Vietnamese history era in
which I grew up and witnessed the war. I cannot thank you enough for
this memory.' MAI HO 'I wish I had this growing up. It's incredibly
informative. Stories like this are severely lacking, and for an Australian
audience, I think it will be revelatory.' MATT HUYNH
Confessions: The Private School Murders - FREE PREVIEW (The First 15
Chapters) - James Patterson 2013-09-03
In the sequel to the #1 New York Times bestseller Confessions of a
Murder Suspect, James Patterson keeps the confessions coming
breathlessly as Tandy Angel delves deeper into her own tumultuous
history-and proves that she can rise above the sordid Angel legacy.
Wealthy young women are being murdered on Manhattan's exclusive
Upper West Side, and the police aren't looking for answers in the right
places. Enter Tandy Angel. The first case she cracked was the mystery of
her parents' deaths. Now, while she's working to exonerate her brother
of his glamorous girlfriend's homicide, she's driven to get involved in the
West Side murder spree. One of the recent victims was a student at
Tandy's own elite school. She has a hunch it may be the work of a serial
killer, but the NYPD isn't listening to her...and Tandy can't ignore the
disturbing fact that she perfectly fits the profile of the killer's targets.
Can she untangle the mysteries in time? Or will she be the next victim?
Audel Millwrights and Mechanics Guide - Thomas B. Davis
2010-03-22
The hardcover, fully updated edition of the only multi-craft trade guide
Respected by generations of skilled workers, Audel Millwright's and
Mechanic's Guide is the only trade manual to cover maintenance and
troubleshooting for all the mechanical trades in a single volume. Now
available in hardcover, it covers the newest equipment on shop floors as
well as older machinery, sometimes more than 30 years old, for which
little maintenance and repair information remains available. Millwrights,
mechanics, machinists, carpenters, pipe fitters, electricians, engineers,
and those who supervise them will find this book invaluable. The only

Atria Español Presents: The Best of Mexican Literature - Guillermo
Arriaga 2013-10-15
Atria Español Presents: The Best of Mexican Literature Get acquainted
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hardcover maintenance and repair manual to cover all the mechanical
trades in one guide This updated guide covers new industrial machinery
as well as 30-year-old equipment for which little information can be
found Essential for those who repair machinery as well as machinists,
carpenters, pipe fitters, electricians, millwrights, mechanics, engineers,
mechanical technicians, industrial maintenance managers, and
construction tradespeople This hardcover edition of Audel Millwright's
and Mechanic's Guide is as valuable to today's skilled workers as
previous editions were to their fathers and grandfathers.
Atticus Claw Goes Ashore - Jennifer Gray 2014-03-04
Atticus is on beach tidying duty with the kittens when he finds a message
in a bottle from Fishhook Frank. Fishhook is marooned on a desert
island, but he promises Atticus treasure in exchange for his rescue! The
treasure in question is the Casket of Desires, which contains a sleeping
mermaid who has the power to grant any wish. But it is hidden in the
deepest darkest part of the ocean, protected by the most hideous,
fearsome sea-creatures known to pirate lore. Atticus sets out to rescue
Fishhook Frank and find the Casket of Desires with his owners, the
Cheddar family. But it's not all plain sailing. The pirate with the biggest
beard-jumper in the nautical world - Captain Black Beard-Jumper - is also
on the look out for the Casket and he'll curse anyone who gets in his
way...
Aunty Lee's Deadly Specials - Ovidia Yu 2014-09-30
Rosie “Aunty” Lee, the feisty widow, amateur sleuth, and proprietor of
Singapore’s best-loved home cooking restaurant, is back in another
delectable, witty mystery involving scandal and murder among the city’s
elite. Few know more about what goes on in Singapore than Aunty Lee.
When a scandal over illegal organ donation involving prominent citizens
makes news, she already has a list of suspects. There’s no time to snoop,
though—Aunty Lee’s Delights is catering a brunch for local socialites
Henry and Mabel Sung at their opulent house. Rumor has it that the
Sung’s fortune is in trouble, and Aunty Lee wonders if the gossip is true.
But soon after arriving at the Sung’s house, her curiosity turns to
suspicion. Why is a storage house she discovers locked? What is the
couple arguing about behind closed doors? Where is the guest of honor
who never showed up? Then, Mabel Sung and her son Leonard are found
dead. The authorities blame it on Aunty Lee’s special stewed chicken
with buah keluak, a local black nut that can be poisonous if cooked
improperly. Aunty Lee has never carelessly prepared a dish. She’s
certain the deaths are murder—and that they’re somehow linked to the
organ donor scandal. To save her business and her reputation, she’s got
to prove it—and unmask a dangerous killer whose next victim may just
be Aunty Lee.
Attack At Dead Man's Bay - Max Cassidy 3 - Paul Adam 2012-01-05
This is the third book in Paul Adam's fast and furious Max Cassidy
thriller series. Teenage escapologist, Max Cassidy, knows for sure that
his mother did not kill his father, his father is not even dead . . . But
somebody seems very determined to prevent Max from discovering the
truth - in fact, somebody wants him dead. In this, the final instalment of
the thrilling Max Cassidy series, Max travels across the world; from
London to San Francisco to Russia in his quest to be reunited with his
family.
Last Letter to a Reader - Gerald Murnane 2021-11-01
Final work by internationally acclaimed Australian author Gerald
Murnane, reflecting on his career as a writer, and the fifteen books
which have led critics to praise him as ‘a genius on the level of Beckett’.
A book which will appeal equally to Murnane’s legion of fans, and to
those new to his work, attracted by his reputation as a truly original
Australian writer. In the first days of spring in his eighty-second year,
Gerald Murnane began a project which would round off his career as a
writer – he would read all of his books in turn and prepare a report on
each. His original intention was to lodge the reports in two of his
legendary archives, the Chronological Archive, which documents his life
as a whole, and the Literary Archive, which is devoted to everything he
has written. But as the reports grew, they themselves took on the form of
a book, Last Letter to a Reader. The essays on each of his works travel
through the capacious territory Murnane refers to as his mind: they
dwell on the circumstances which gave rise to the writing, images,
associations, reflections on the theory of fiction, and memories of a
deeply personal kind. The final essay is on Last Letter to a Reader itself:
it considers the elation and exhilaration which accompany the act of
writing, and offers a moving ending to what must surely be his last work
as death approaches. ‘Help me, dear one, to endure patiently my going
back to my own sort of heaven.’ ‘No living Australian writer, not even Les
Murray, has higher claims to permanence or a richer sense of distinction’
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— Sydney Morning Herald ‘The emotional conviction...is so intense, the
somber lyricism so moving, the intelligence behind the chiseled
sentences so undeniable, that we suspend all disbelief.’ — J.M. Coetzee
Audel Machine Shop Basics - Rex Miller 2004-01-30
Use the right tool the right way Here, fully updated to include new
machines and electronic/digital controls, is the ultimate guide to basic
machine shop equipment and how to use it. Whether you're a
professional machinist, an apprentice, a trade student, or a handy
homeowner, this fully illustrated volume helps you define tools and use
them properly and safely. It's packed with review questions for students,
and loaded with answers you need on the job. Mark Richard Miller is a
Professor and Chairman of the Industrial Technology Department at
Texas A&M University in Kingsville, Texas. * Understand basic machine
shop practice and safety measures * Recognize the variations in similar
tools and the purposes they serve * Learn recommended methods of
mounting work in different machines * Obtain a complete working
knowledge of numerically controlled machines and the operations they
perform * Review procedures for safe and efficient use of cutting tools
and cutters * Expand your knowledge with clear, step-by-step
illustrations of proper equipment set-up and operation
Hitch-22 - Christopher Hitchens 2010-06-02
Over the course of his 60 years, Christopher Hitchens has been a citizen
of both the United States and the United Kingdom. He has been both a
socialist opposed to the war in Vietnam and a supporter of the U.S. war
against Islamic extremism in Iraq. He has been both a foreign
correspondent in some of the world's most dangerous places and a
legendary bon vivant with an unquenchable thirst for alcohol and
literature. He is a fervent atheist, raised as a Christian, by a mother
whose Jewish heritage was not revealed to him until her suicide. In other
words, Christopher Hitchens contains multitudes. He sees all sides of an
argument. And he believes the personal is political. This is the story of
his life, lived large.
Roman Architecture - Diana E. E. Kleiner 2014-01-14
At its most expansive, the Roman Empire stretched from the British Isles
to Egypt; Rome was the ancient world's greatest superpower. Roman
Architecture: A Visual Guide is an illustrated introduction to the great
buildings and engineering marvels of Rome and its empire. Published as
a companion volume to Diana E. E. Kleiner's course on Roman
Architecture given through Coursera (first offered in January 2014 but
based on a class she has long taught at Yale), this enhanced e-book
explores not only Rome but also buildings preserved at Pompeii,
Herculaneum, Ostia, Tivoli, North Italy, Sicily, France, Spain, Germany,
Greece, Turkey, Croatia, Jordan, Lebanon, and North Africa. Beginning
with the birth of Rome as an Iron Age village, Roman Architecture traces
the growth and expansion of the Roman Empire through its cities, which
featured civic, religious, commercial, entertainment, and residential
districts in the urban setting. A valuable resource for both the student
and the traveler, Roman Architecture features over 250 photographs and
site plans of the most intriguing and consequential buildings in the
Roman Empire. These are presented from the fresh perspective of an
author who has journeyed to nearly all of the sites, revealing most of
them through her own digital images. In addition, this interactive e-book
makes learning about these monuments easier than ever, with handy
maps and geolocation links that show you just where the monuments are
and, if you're traveling, how to get there. Suitable for the classroom and
as a guidebook, Roman Architecture is a fascinating introduction to some
of history's most compelling and influential architecture.
FileMaker Pro 10: The Missing Manual - Susan Prosser 2009-01-23
The FileMaker Pro 10 desktop database lets you do almost anything with
the information you give it -- especially with this book as your guide.
Clear, thorough, and accessible, FileMaker Pro 10: The Missing Manual
helps you get in, build your database, and get the results you need,
whether you're running a business, pursuing a hobby, or planning your
retirement. It's the ideal guide for non-technical and experienced folks
alike. Each chapter in this fully updated edition covers the latest
timesaving features of FileMaker Pro 10, including saved finds and a
redesigned toolbar that reveals information and features more clearly
than ever. You'll learn how to import information from the new Bento
consumer database (Mac only), write scripts to make your database even
easier to use, and send email without leaving FileMaker. With this book,
you will: Get your first database running in minutes and perform basic
tasks right away Catalog people, processes, and things with streamlined
data entry and sorting tools Use your data to generate reports,
correspondence, and other documents with ease Create, connect, and
manage multiple tables and set up complex relationships that display just
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the data you need Crunch numbers, search text, or pin down dates and
times with dozens of built-in formulas Outfit your database for the Web,
and import and export data to other formats You'll also get objective
advice on which features are really useful, and which aren't. To make the
most of this database, you need FileMaker Pro 10: The Missing Manual -the book that should have been in the box.
Attack of the Killer Frogs - Peter Clover 2012-09-13
A family's holiday cottage seems like paradise. But something funny has
leaked out of the nearby genetic research lab. When Ellie tells her
parents about being attacked by a gigantic fanged frog they think she's
making it up, but soon the family's cottage is under siege - by frogs!
Highly readable, exciting books that take the struggle out of reading,
Wired Connect encourages and supports reading practice by providing
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gripping, age-appropriate stories for struggling and reluctant readers or
those with English as an additional language aged 9+, at a manageable
length (64 pages) and reading level (7+). Produced in association with
reading experts at CatchUp, a charity which aims to address
underachievement caused by literacy and numeracy difficulties. Book
band: Lime Ideal for ages: 9 + Reading age: 6+
CCCP - 2017-09-29
An unrivaled photographic journey through time and geography,
Frédéric Chaubin's Cosmic Communist Constructions Photographed
gathers 90 buildings in 14 former Soviet Republics, each built between
1970 and 1990. In their local exoticism, outlandish ideologies, and puzzle
of styles, these vast, weird, and wonderful buildings are extraordinary...
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